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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet f be a bounded, measurable function on yp , p such that
 <  . < < < 4  . ` i k tsup f t : e - t - p - 1 for every e ) 0. Let f t s  a e andksy` k
n . ` in tf t s  a e .y` nn
We consider the asymptotic behavior of a in the case wherenn
log f t s ia t q At q q o t q as t ª 0 1.1 .  .  .
for q even and R A / 0.
w xIn the case q s 2 the asymptotic expansion was obtained in 7 . This is
the same expansion which was obtained in the special case a G 0 byn
w x w xEdgeworth 3 and later proved by Esseen 4 . A precise statement of that
expression is given in the remark after Theorem 1 of this paper. That
expansion is a refinement of the central limit theorem for distributions;
w x.see 5, 6, 1, 2 . There is a significant distinction between the cases q s 2
and q G 4.
2. EXPANSION OF ann
In this section we present an asymptotic expansion for
p1
n yin ta s f t e dt , 2.1 .  .Hnn 2p yp
which holds uniformly in n as n ª `. In the proof of Theorem 1, we will
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LEMMA 1. Let p be polynomials of degree j in k ¨ariables defined byj, k
as1 as2 ??? ask1 2 k
p s 1, p a , a , . . . , a s , 2.2 .  .0, k j , k 1 2 k s !s ! ??? s !1 2 k
 .  .where the sum is taken o¨er the set z j, k of all k-tuples s , s , . . . , s such1 2 k
that s q 2 s q ??? qks s j, s , . . . , s nonnegati¨ e integers. Then, if1 2 k 1 k
< <1r ma F r for m s 1, 2, . . . , k,m
jp a , . . . , a F C r for j G 1, k G 1 2.3 .  .j , k 1 k k
and
k k
kq1j j < <exp a l y p l F C l r 2.4 . . j j , k k
js1 js0
< <for r l F 1r2
w xThe proof of this lemma appears in 1 .
1 .  .THEOREM 1. Let f g L yp , p and let a , n s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . , benn
the Fourier coefficients of the powers f n, n s 1, 2, . . . . If
 .  <  . < < < 41 sup f t : e - t - p s M - 1 for e¨ery e ) 0 and ife
 .  . q k jqq  kqq.2 log f t s ia t q At q  B t q o t , t ª 0, andjs1 j
 .3 R A / 0,
then the following asymptotic expansion holds uniformly in n , y` - n - `,
as n ª `:
k
y jq1.r q q ykq1.r qa s n F P t exp At g q o n , 2.5 .  .  .  .  . .nn j nn
js0
 . 1r q  . .  . ` ig t  .  .where g s a n y n rn , F C g s 1r2p H e C t dt, and P tnn y` j
is gi¨ en by
P t s p B t qq1 , B t qq2 , . . . , B t qq j . 2.6 .  . .j j , j 1 2 j
 .Remark 1. In the case q s 2 the Fourier transform defined in 2.5 is a
 2 .product of exp g r4 A with a polynomial for each j:nn
F P t exp At q g .  .  . .j
g 1 gnn yss s s1 2 js C exp B B ??? B 4 A H , . 1 2 j 2 sqj /  /’4 A s !s ! ??? s ! 2 y A1 2 j
 .where the sum is as in 2.2 , H is the Hermite polynomial of degree m,m’ ’and y A is uniquely determined by the condition R y A ) 0.
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 .  .Proof. From 2 we obtain that f 0 s 1 and that
q qlog f t s R log f t s ytF a q t R A q o t as t ª 0, .  .  .
 .  .  .so that 1 and 3 imply that a is real and R A - 0. From 2 it follows
that there exists e ) 0 such that
1
q < <f t F exp t R A for t - e ; 2.8 .  . /2
since also
< <f t F M - 1 for e F t F p , 2.9 .  .e
there exists d ) 0 such that
q w xf t F exp yd t for all t g yp , p . 2.10 .  .  .
We have therefore
n nf t exp yin t dt F f t dt .  .  .H H
< < < <t Gf t Gfn n
F exp ynd t q dt s o nys , n ª `, .  .H
< <t Gfn
2.11 .
for any s ) 0, provided we choose, for example, f s log nrn1r q. Withn
 .  .this choice of f , using condition 2 of the theorem, and denoting by e tn
a function that tends to 0 as t ª `, we obtain that
fn n ys2p a s f t exp yin t dt q o n .  .  .Hnn
yfn
fn qs exp na y n ti q nAt .H yfn
k
Jqq kqq ysqn B t q ne t t dt q o n .  . j /js1




X s X u s g ui q Auq and g s g s a n y n ny1r q , .  .nn nn
k
q yjr q jY s Y u s u B n u , . n j
js1
u
q yk r q kZ s Z u s u e n u . .n 1r q /n
  .  .It is obvious from 2.11 that, as n ª `, 2.12 holds uniformly in n for
.any s ) 0.
Now the main point is to observe that Y is a polynomial of degree k in
l s ny1r q, with coefficients a s B u jqq, and, for each fixed u g J sj j n
 . Yylog n, log n , to apply Lemma 1 to e . According to the lemma, the
Taylor polynomial T of degree k of the function eY around l s 0 is given
by
k
yj r qT s P u n , 2.13 .  . j
js0
where
B s1 ??? B sk1 kqq1 kqq qsqjP u s p B u , . . . , B u s u 2.14 .  . . j j , k 1 k s ! ??? s !1 k
and the last sum is taken over the set of k-tuples defined in Lemma 1. To
apply the lemma, we first observe that, for j s 1, 2, . . . , k,
< <1r j < <1r j < <1qqr j < < < < qq1a s B u F C max u , u , .j j
where C depends only on the coefficients B , . . . , B . So the condition of1 k
< < y1r q  < < < < qq1.the lemma r l F 1r2 translates in our case into Cn max u , u
F 1r2, and that condition is certainly satisfied for every u g J providedn
n is sufficiently large. Therefore, we obtain from the lemma that, for n
sufficiently large,
< Y < y kq1.r q < < qq1. kq1.e y T F Cn max 1, u for u g J . 2.15 . . n
Now, using the identity:
exp X q Y q Z s e X T q e X eY y T q e XeY eZ y 1 , .  .  .
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we obtain that
exp X q Y q Z .H
Jn
`
X X X Y X Y Zs e T y e T q e e y T q e e e y 1 . .  .H H H H
< <y` u Glog n J Jn n
 .We shall show that the last three integrals on the right-hand side of 2.16
 yk r q.  .are all o n as n ª `, uniformly in n . From 2.12 it will follow then
that
`1
y1r q X ykq1.r qa s n e T q o n , n ª `, 2.17 .  .Hnn 2p y`
uniformly in n . To estimate the three integrals, we need to observe that
< X < qe s exp R A u for real u 2.18 .  . .
and that Y and Z tend to 0 as n ª `, uniformly on J , so that forn n n
sufficiently large n we have
< Y <e F 2
and
ukqqZ yk r q< < < <e y 1 F 2 Z u F 2n u sup e , 2.19 .  .1r q /nugJn
which implies that
< Z < < < kqqe y 1 F l u for u g J , 2.20 .n n
 yk r q.  .  .where l s o n . Moreover, from 2.13 and 2.14 and the fact thatn
 .deg P s q q 1 j we have thatj
k k
qq1.r kyjr q< < < <T s P u n F P u F C u .  . j j
js0 js0
< <for u G 1.
 .From the last inequality and 2.18 we have that
` qq1.kX q ys< <e T F C u exp R A u duso n as n ª ` .  . .H H
< <u Glog n log n
2.21 .
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 .  .  .for any s ) 0 uniformly in n . From 2.15 and 2.18 we get
qq1. kq1.X Y ykq1.r q q < <e e y T F Cn exp R A u max 1, u du .  . .  .H H
J Jn n
s O ny kq1.r q . 2.22 .  .
 .Finally, for the last of the three integrals, we have, because of 2.18 and
 .2.20 ,
kqqX Y Z q < <e e e y 1 F 2l exp R A u u du .  . .H Hn
J Jn n
F Cl s o nyk r q as n ª `. 2.23 .  .n
 .Thus the formula in 2.17 has been proved.
We now proceed to compute H` e X T du. Recalling the definition of Ty`
 .in 2.13 , we get
k` `
X yjr q Xe T du s n e P u du .H H j
y` y`js0
k `
yj r q qs n exp ig u q Au P u du. 2.24 .  .  . H j
y`js0
 .  .Combining this with 2.17 gives 2.5 .
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